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1. Introduction
This D7.4 Period 1 Dissemination and Use Report describes the AXLE Project's progress
toward achieving the target dissemination metrics for Period 1 of the project.

The main objective of WP7 is to carry out the Dissemination Strategy (D7.1) as defined in
PM7. This document was restructured after the first face to face partner General
Assembly in Barcelona (April 2013) in order to include clear target dissemination metrics
to promote the uptake of project results.

Throughout Period 1, the AXLE partners took varied approaches to attain the targets
described in the D7.1 (Dissemination Strategy Document). We promoted the project to
members of industry through press releases, magazine advertorials and conferences.

2.

Metrics – Target vs. Achieved

The table below summarizes the extent to which we achieved the target success metrics
defined early in the project. These metrics were determined through discussions within the
Consortium as well as a comparison with projects of similar size and scope.
The numbers achieved to date show that despite the slow startup of Dissemination
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Activity in this period, we have made some progress towards our targets. It was difficult to
disseminate information about the project following the initial launch announcements as
many of the achievements made were confidential. At the end of Period 1 the Consortium
agrees that we do have results that can be made public.
Progress for each of the targets is described in detail in the sections to follow.
DISSEMINATION METRICS  TARGET

Ref

DISSEMINATION
METRICS 
ACHIEVED (TO
DATE)

Dissemination and Activity Measure

Annual
Target
(Project
Total)

P1

P1 (%
achieved)

Online  Project web site
(
www.axleproject.eu
) updates; update
every 6 months, after each General
Assembly meeting

2(6)

2

100%

Online  Quarterly blog promoted via
www.axleproject.eu to provide
commentary on the project to date and
future expectations of outcomes; one blog
per quarter of the project lifetime.

4(12)

0

0%

Online  Virtual network groups (eg:
Linkedin)  develop virtual group of
interested parties and encourage
discussion; one virtual network group
joined/ created by each partner during the
project lifetime

(5)

4

80%

Print  the Project Factsheet will provide
general information regarding the AXLE
project, its objectives and achievements.
It will be designed for a standard
European paper size (A4), so that
interested project partners can easily
download and print for their own
dissemination purposes; a factsheet is to
be produced in month 1 of the project,
updated as necessary 
(see deliverable
D1.10)

(1)

1

100%
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Print  the project poster template (A0) will
complement the project factsheet. It will
be available for publicising project results
in peerreviewed conference poster
sessions; a project poster template will be
available for use by the partners after the
October 2013 General Assembly meeting.

(1)

0

0%
currently
being
designed

Video  end of project, describing the
purpose and approach of the project for a
lay audience  available from the project
website
www.axleproject.eu

by the end of
the project (month 36).

0(1)

N/A

N/A

Publications  At least one press release
to be published every six months via
appropriate announcement agencies (e.g.
sourcewire.com), known publications,
user groups and forums. Partners will
endeavour to publish further press
releases on a quarterly basis, dependent
on relevant activity and content

2(6)

1

50%

Publications  Academic and industry
publications  the consortium plans to
appear in at least two publications, such
as “Journal of Software” or "Database
Journal”, per year of the project lifetime

2(6)

1 (with
additional
mentions of
project have
been made in
newspapers
and industry
magazines
without
funding
phrase)

17%

4

57%

Events  Present papers or run workshops 7(21)
at relevant industry events and
conferences  five conferences and two
dissemination events per year
Table 1: Dissemination Metrics
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2.1 Online
2.1.1 Project website
The project website (
www.axleproject.eu
) is designed to keep the public informed of the
AXLE project and its progress. Although many of the project’s results are confidential at
present, the website is being updated after face to face general assemblies to show that
there is activity and progress being made.

Figure 1: Home page of www.axleproject.eu
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Figure 2: News page of www.axleproject.eu
2.1.2 Online blog
Following several false starts, the blog system is finally established and underway. All
partners are involved in producing blogs about their particular areas of interest and work
done, with the axleproject.eu site hosting the blogs. UNIMAN have agreed to produce the
first blog which will be ready by the end of November 2013 (M13).
2.1.3 Virtual networks
Several partners are involved in virtual networks such as Linkedin. These networks
already have groups established for large data, so the partners have joined these groups
rather than creating an AXLE group that may or may not attract a following.
2ndQ has representatives in the following virtual network groups on Linkedin: PostgreSQL
Professionals Group, Database Developer, Database Experts, High Availability, Postgres,
The Big Data Institute, Enterprise Architecture Network and the IT Architect Network.
UNIMAN team members belong to Big Data and Analytics, 'Big Data, Low Latency',
HiPEAC private group  European Network of Excellence on High Performance and
Embedded Architecture and Compilation.
BSC has members in the HiPEAC private group  European Network of Excellence on
High Performance and Embedded Architecture and Compilation.
And PV is member of the Postgres group.

2.2 Print
2.2.1 Project Fact sheet
The project fact sheet was delivered on 5th December 2012, within one month of the
project’s start date. It has been reviewed twice since then, but few changes made to date
as much of the early work in the project has yielded confidential results.
2.2.2 Project poster template
A poster template is being created for use by partners at dissemination events. This is
optional as many of the partners have created their own templates (incorporating all
relevant AXLE information) that suit either their own branding or the specific event being
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attended.

2.3 Video
A video that explains the AXLE project to a “lay audience” will be produced during the final
months of the project.

2.4 Publications
2.4.1 Press Releases
2ndQ published the AXLE project’s first press release on 30/04/2013. This press release
was picked up by several other industry agencies and disseminated as per the evidence
document submitted. The press release was the public launch of the AXLE project, aimed
primarily at the database audience.
The consortium has agreed to only publish press releases when there is something
significant to announce, rather than have the important messages lost in a plethora of
information. Until the end of Period One, much of the work done has been confidential,
therefore there has been little to put into the public domain. PV is tasked with authoring the
next press release.

2.4.2 Academic/ Industry Articles
It was agreed within the consortium that academic publications will be authored by
UNIMAN, BSC and UL as they are the academic partners on the project. By the end of
period one, three papers are being drafted (one by UL, and two in collaboration  UNIMAN
and UL, and UNIMAN and BSC). These papers are expected to be submitted for peer
review in early 2014, for inclusion in the Period Two version of this report.
UL has had one paper published related to AXLE and acknowledges its financial support:
Orange: Data Mining Fruitful and Fun  A Historical Perspective (authors Janez Demšar
1.
and Blaž Zupan, UL) in Informatica 37 (2013) 55–60.
Informatica is a peerreviewed journal with papers from all areas of computer science,
informatics and cognitive sciences, with a focus on intelligent systems and software in
general. Informatica is indexed by INSPEC, Scopus and others.
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2.5 Events
As members of the PostgreSQL community, 2ndQ has the opportunity to attend several
developers and user events each year. And as experienced Postgres developers and
committers, 2ndQ is regularly asked to speak at such events. Simon Riggs (CTO 2ndQ
and AXLE Project Coordinator) has attended and spoken at the following events in Period
1:
2.
1) European Data Forum  10 April 2013
The European Data Forum (EDF) series is a yearly event on social, economic, research,
engineering, and scientific topics centered on the arising European datadriven economy.
Currently the conference encompasses major areas such as:

● Big data which are large volumes of data that require new engineering and scientific
approaches to meaningful deal with these volume.
● Public Open data supporting decision making and transparency.
● Linked Data as a universal data integration platform.
● Value generated from data, i.e., providing methods and tools that support a
datadriven economy.
Simon Riggs (2ndQ) presented “Practical PostgreSQL and AXLE” at the 2013 conference.
His talk provided information on Postgres and its current applications before continuing to
brief the audience on work in progress, outlining the benefits of the AXLE Project

2) PGday UK  12 July 2013
PGDay UK is run for the Postgres community to come together to gain new levels of
understanding, through presentations and discussions. Leading experts in the field provide
information and news on developments and the conference covers core topics for success
with PostgreSQL. 2ndQ runs the event and is a major sponsor.

Simon Riggs (2ndQ) spoke about the future development of PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL
Development Roadmap), and the importance of research to the community  emphasising
the AXLE Project and its contribution to the Postgres code.
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Figure 3: Simon Riggs presenting at PGDay UK, July 2013

3) Postgres Europe  31 Oct 2013
PostgreSQL Conference Europe is the largest PostgreSQL conference in Europe. It is
organized by PostgreSQL Europe, with participation from most of the PostgreSQL user
groups around Europe, and is intended to be an important meeting and cooperation point
for users both in and out of Europe.
PGConf.EU is a chance for European PostgreSQL users and developers to catch up,
learn, build relationships, get to know each other and consolidate a network of
professionals that use and work with PostgreSQL.
Simon Riggs (2ndQ) presented “Business Intelligence & Performance”, highlighting the
area of big data and how the AXLE project is providing valuable opportunities to research
ever growing databases  integrating different code such as PostgreSQL and Orange to
get the best results.
In addition, Huw Ringer of 2ndQuadrant (New Zealand) presented 
the AXLE project at the
Open Source Developers Conference in October 2013. His talk on “PostgreSQL:
Features, Futures and Funding” provided the audience with the development of Postgres
since it was first developed in the late 1980s, outlining its best features and the new
developments being funded by projects such as AXLE.
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3. Conclusion
As can be seen from the activity described above, even though the project consortium had
a slow start on the dissemination front, there has been progress made in the last six
months. There are plans already in place to submit publications in P2 and we anticipate
metrics closer to 100% across the board in the next period.

4. References
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